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INTRODUCTION

In this unique field of entertainment in which
Disneylanders find themselves, the most critical element of doing a successful job is the
close contact we have with our guests. The
thing which makes our field unique is that we
experience the fun with our guests-we do
not stand off apart from them.

In close dealing with people, certainly courtesy is the most important thing for us to remember and practice. Courtesy in Disneyland
is not a rule-it is a byword-a natural thing.
Also, in our close relationship with our guests,
communication is an important and critical
element. We must be able to communicate efficiently and effectively. Communication is responsible for the eventual success or failure of
any human effort. Failure of people to under-

stand each other is related directly to their
abilities to communicate effectively.
Communication deals with speech and the
study of semantics, or word meanings. This
booklet is designed to help you in your ability
to speak=borrectly and effectively. The mere
reading of this booklet will not make you a
polished speaker. You must learn to practice
what is suggested here. Keep in mind, speech
practice can not be done on the job only; it
must be done continually, whether on or off
the job. If you learn to follow the basic rules
outlined here, you will find you'll become
more effective in your speech, and thus a more
effective communicator.
With the help of some of our Disney Characters
let's look at a few basic guides to good speech.
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VOICE MECHANISM

Your voice is as unique as your face; there
are no two exactly alike. The voice begins as
a column of air being forced from the lungs.
To efficiently use this air, you must stand upright, allowing freedom for the lungs and
chest cavity. If your posture is poor your air
pipes are twisted unnecessarily and the air
has a difficult time reaching your mouth to
form words.
The diaphragm is the muscle between the
chest cavity and the abdomen. By exerting
pressure on the diaphragm, you will get a
more powerful and controlled column of air.
It is this point that helps you develop a
stronger voice. A strong column of air is
defeated unless allowed free passage through
the throat. So, relax your throat muscles and
let the air get through with all its power.

In your throat are the vocal cords; these are
membranes stretched across the larynx that
vibrate when a column of air passes between

....them-thus producing sound or voice. You
should practice using your vocal cords without straining them. This is done by doing all
the work from the diaphragm. While learning, DO NOT STRAIN YOUR VOICE. Know
your limitations and do not exceed them.
Practice will increase your ability to become
a stronger speaker.
If your voice becomes tired keep in mind that
the best remedy is rest. If you are on a rest
period-don't talk. Liquids will sometimes
help to sooth your throat muscles but remember that cold contracts while hot relaxes. What
is good for one person is not necessarily good
for another. Generally hot tea is a good stimulant. Cold milk or lemonade will generally
create phlegm which hinders talking.
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Your voice mechanism is the only one you
have-use it efficiently and take care of it
properly.

KNOW YOUR FACTS!

The Disneyland standard is realism. Your
wardrobe is authentic, the scenery and props
are authentic, and YOU must be authentic.
This is your world-you live here. You are
showing it, and sharing an adventure with
your friends and neighbors-proudly and
intimately.
We have assembled for you all the facts, history, background and important elements concerning your ride, attraction or tour. Study
these facts-learn them. Know your facts so
thoroughly that they become as intimate a part
of you as though they were your own vivid
experiences. If, for instance, you are in Adventureland, you must really believe and act
as though you are actually in a dangerous
jungle area. If you are on Main Street you are
not in the 1960's looking back at 1900-you

are actually living during the turn of the century. And so it goes throughout the entire
Park.
The script prepared for you has been carefully
edited to use the correct nomenclature and
facts. Also, it has been written to say the most
=-uaing the least amount of words. YOU
MUST LEARN AND FOLLOW YOUR
SCRIPT. Suggestions on script content are
always welcome, however, YOU MUST NOT
CHANGE your script without first obtaining
approval. If your suggestion is accepted the
script will be re-written.
Remember that it is important to be well informed. Our guests assume that you know all
about their favorite subject-Disneylandshow them that you do.
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Now that you are producing words, be sure
you keep them interesting to listeners. It is
extremely uninteresting to listen to someone
talk in a monotone. Always use variety in your
voice. This is done by using inflection or
"change of pace:' Inflection is the modulation
of your voice-the change of pitch or tone of
your voice.
When you use inflection you make your story
much more interesting. You develop an enthusiasm that will have a great influence on your
guests. Remember they will be only as enthusiastic as you are.

Words are different and each has a "personality" of its own. The "Black Shadowy Cave"
is a mysterious foreboding thing and would
not be expressed in the same manner as you
would say the "Cottage of the Seven Dwarfs"
which signifies fun and frolic. The sight of a
crocodile swimming toward your boat does not

dictate the same inflection as a description of
lush tropical flowers.
A trick in obtaining enthusiasm and excitement, while not necessarily being proper
grammar, is to end your sentences in an upward inflection as you do when asking a
question.
Also guard against developing a "pitch pattern" where you repeatedly use the same in"'lltflections over and over again.
Remember that COURTESY and FUN are
Disneyland trademarks. This means that a
good talker has fun too while he's working.
Above all, keep that "happy" quality in your
voice. A bored voice is worse than no voice
at all.
A good rule of thumb· is to ALWAYS have a
smile on your face. When you smile your
speech will automatically be cheerful and
happy.
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SPEAK PRECISELY
words, namely-the tongue, teeth and lips.

To enunciate is to pronounce words clearly
and distinctly. The formation of each word
has an individual sound-that is what makes
one word different from another.

You may have developed proper breathing
from your diaphragm and good resonant tones
in your vocal cords, but unless the words are
formed precisely, your vocal power, inflection
and voice quality are wasted because the words
themselves are not distinct. Be sure you do
not lose any of the power of this "Voiced Air"
by not opening your mouth. Also be certain
that you sound all "R's" and end your words
distinctly by sounding the "T's, D's and
ING's:' Exercise the movement of your jaw
and lips and use them to the fullest advantage
in forming words.

Too often we become lazy in our speech and
do not fully credit a word with its individual
sound waves. When this happens words are
run together and one sound ( or word) can not
be distinguished from another. Poor enunciation is especially evident when you either
mumble or speak too rapidly. Examples of
poor enunciation which we hear often are
"Gladtameetcha" or "Gonfercoughie."
Good enunciation is obtained by properly exercising the elements of your mouth which
make the last contact with your "Column of
Air" and which make the final formation of

.

The enunciation exercises at the end of this
booklet will help you to practice speaking
precisely .
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BE SURE
YOU
ARE HEARD!

All your effort at proper breathing, voice
quality and enunciation will be useless if you
are not heard. If you can not be heard by your
guests, you might as well not talk at all. Remember that anything worth saying is worth
having HEARD and UNDERSTOOD.
If you are speaking without an amplification
system, you must project your voice forcefully. Projection is obtained through correct
posture, proper breathing and forceful speaking. This does not mean you must yell or strain
your voice, as screaming will only annoy your
guests. It would be far better for you not to
say anything rather than to yell too loudly. If
you are confronted by numerous other sounds
in the Park, try to get closer to your group.
You may very well have to repeat yourself so
that all can hear.
If your job involves using a microphone-be
careful. The microphone is designed to am-

-4>lify your voice, and it will do just that. The
biggest mistake individuals make when using
a microphone is to get their mouth too close
and to talk too loudly. Speaking with the
microphone directly in front of you will sometimes overamplify and distort your p's, h's
and s's. If this is a problem with you, turn the
microphone to a slight angle to your mouth.
The microphone will still pick up your voice
but will not catch the hard core voice waves
that cause hissing and popping. Speaking too
close to the microphone also causes distortion.
You will sound mushy and muddy. A good rule
to follow is to place the microphone four inches
from your mouth. Remember, the microphone
does not lie. It will pick up everything you say
-good or bad. Be sure that your microphone is
off if you do.not want to be heard. You should
not be afraid of the microphone because it is
designed to help you-but you most certainly
should respect its authority and ability.

Speech is not something you can hold and look at in your
hand. It is somewhat abstract. Yet, it is a most important
and vital consideration in your dealings with other people, and especially here in Disneyland where people
and fun are our products.
Make every effort to put your speech on a personal
basis. Whenever possible learn the names of your guests.
Remember, the most beautiful sound in the world to an
individual is his name. If you can learn someone's name

and use it in your communication you will win a friend
immediately. You will also command more attention in
your narration.
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In conclusion, let's keep this thought in mind. The dedication plaque at the base of the flagpole in Town Square
reads:
"Disneyland is dedicated to the ideals, the dreams
and the hard facts which have created America ...
with the hope that it will be a source of joy and
inspiration to all the world'.'
Remember, YOU are a vital part of this Magic Kingdom.
YOU make the buildings, the vehicles and the streets
come alive. Keep in mind the ideas and ideals which are
Disneyland, and this will indeed be a most happy place
for you and your guests.

ENUNCIATION EXERCISE

When John was bossed he would toss the
ball across the creek.

The dish covered with mesh contains fish
that are fresh.

Once again, the stolen pen put the pin
setter in the pen.

He played the flute and then flew from
sight.

Jim, I am now in a gem of a jam.

Your lure is sure and your lute cute, to
boot.

She asked that all be masked as in the past.
I assume that you wish to fume about your
doom.
The meaning of the buzz is to call for a
pause and that's the way it was always.
Had you been in the den, you would have
heard the din.
Beyond the fund, I was fond of the fun
lovers.
Hurry to the berry patch where Fido will
bury his bone.
Catch the fish and fetch it to the briar
patch fish fry.
Our air wick investment has us all up the
creek.

The school speaker spoke on speaking
precisely.
The blue uniformed bugler blew taps over
the debris.
The doughty duke with the stomach ache
walked his dour wife through the dew.
Bue today in the dune country was the
heavy jowled flute player.
Prepare a telegram for the program,
Grandmother.
Since the prince climbed the fence, he has
a pink sink.
Tell them not to hum when they sew the
hem.
The thick juice made the deck slick.

Out of my mouth came description of the
drought

It is your duty to rebuke the spook soon

I wish I could flush a fish from this bush.

on the dune.

This nurse.nursed the worst right from
the first.

Alright, Peg, don't be vague about the egg.

The ex-scape goat made good his escape.

PRONUNCIATION GUIDE
The following is a list of words used every day in Disneyland. The correct pronunciation
of these words is most important in getting your story across to your guests. Familiarize
yourself with their proper pronunciation and use them faithfully.
,;

AERIAL
ALLIGATOR
ALUMINUM
ALWAYS
ALWEG
AMAZON
ANY
ARCADE
ATLANTIS
AUTHENTIC
AUTOPIA
BANYAN
BARBECUE
BAZAAR
BROCHURE
BUDDHA
CACTUS
CAMBODIAN (shrine)
CARROUSEL
CASA
CASTLE
CAULDRON
CAVERNS
CEREMONIAL
CHEMISTRY
CHIMNEY
CINDERELLA
CINEMA
CIRCARAMA
COCONINO
CONTINENT
CORRIDOR
COUPON
COURAGEOUS
CREEK
CROCODILES
CRUISE
DIORAMA
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AIR ee'I
AL uh gay ter
uh LOO: meh n'm
"
AWL wez
AL wheg
AM uh zahn
EN ee
ahr KAYD
at LAN tis
aw THEN tik
ah TOH pee uh
BAN yuhn
BAR beh q
buh ZAHR
broh SHOO :R
BOOD uh
KAK tus
Kam BOH dee un
CARE uh sell
KAH sah
KAS 'I
KAWL dr'n
KAY erhns
sehr uh MOH ni'I
KEM es tree
TCHIM knee
sin dur EL uh
SIN i muh
sir kuh RA muh
ko ko NEE no
KAHN ti n'nt
KAHR eh der
KOO: pahn
ker RAY jous
kreek
CROCK uh dials
kroo:z
die uh RAH muh

EERIE
El ZOCOLO
EMPORIUM
ERR
ESQUIRE
EXOTIC
FEW
FINALLY
FLUORESCENT
FOLIAGE
GANESHA
GAZEBO
GAZELLE
GEPETIO
GIRAFFE
GNU
GLACIER
GORILLA
GOURMET
HELICOPTER
HOSTILE
HIPPOPOTAMI
HURRICANE
HYENA
IDEA

IRRAWADI
ITALIAN
JUST
KILIMANJARO
LISTEN
MAGNIFICENT
MAJESTIC
MEKONG (river)
MICROWAVE
MOAT
MONORAIL
MONSANTO
MONSTRO
MORAY (eels)
MUSEUM
NAPHTHA
NAUTILUS
NEW

EE ree
el ZO ko lo
em PAW reh 'm
er
es CHOIR
eks AHT ik
fyco
FINE al ee
floo: uh RES 'nt
FO lee edge
gah NAHSH ah
gah ZEE boh
gah ZEL
jeh PET toh
jeh RAFF
NOO
GLAY sher
guh RIL uh
goo:r may
hel i KAHP ter
HAHS til
hip oh PAHT uh my
HER eh kayn
"*high EE nah
eye DEE uh
ear ah WAH dee
eh TAL y'n
juhst
kil eh mahn JAR oh
LIS 'n
mag NIF eh cent
ma JES tik
may KAHNG
MIKE row wave
MOH 't
MAHN eh ray 'I
mahn SAN toh
MAHN stroh
MOH ray.~
myoo: ZEE 'm
NAF thuh
NAW ti luhs
nyoo

noo: AWR leh 'nz

NEW ORLEANS
NILE
OCTOPI
OFTEN
PAMPHLET

NY 'I
AHK toh pie
AWF 'n
PAM flit
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PAUSE
PICTURE
PINOCCHIO
PLAZA

pawz

PONTOON
POOR
POUR

pahn TOON

PIK cher
pin OAK kee oh
PLAHZ ah
poor

powr
PIE thahn

PYTHON
ROUTE

roo:t

SAFARI

suh FAH ree
sah WAH row

SAGUARO
SATELLITE
SAVAGES
SCENIC
SCHWEITZER (falls)
SILHOUETTE
SONAR
SOUVENIR
SPECIMEN
SQUID
STALLION
SUBMARINE
SUCCULENT
SUPAI
SURE
SWORD
THIMBLEDROME
TOPIARY
TOUCAN (bird)
TOUR
TOWARD

SAT 'I ight
SAY ehj ehs
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SEE nik
SHVIGHTS ehr
sil oo. ET
SOH nar

soo vah NIER
SPES eh muhn
skwid
STAL y'n
SUB mah reen
SUHK yuh l'nt

S00 pie
shoor
sawrd
THIM bul drohm
TOH pee air ee
too KAHN

too.r
tawrd
UHL truh SAHN ik

ULTRASONIC
VEGETATION

vej eh TAY shun

VELDT

VELT

VOLCANIC
WASH

vahl KAN ik
wahsh
wah TOO see

WATUSI
ZEBRA

ZEE bruh

